The concept of the brush number b r (G) was introduced for a simple connected undirected graph G. The concept will be applied to the Mycielskian graph µ(G) of a simple connected graph G to find b r (µ(G)) in terms of an optimal orientation of G. We prove a surprisingly simple general result for simple connected graphs on n ≥ 2 vertices, namely:
Introduction
For a general reference to notation and concepts of graph theory see [1] . For ease of selfcontainess we shall briefly introduce the concepts of brush numbers and Mycielskian graphs.
The brush number of a graph G
The concept of the brush number b r (G) of a simple connected graph G was introduced by McKeil [3] and Messinger et. al. [5] . The problem is initially set that all edges of a simple connected undirected graph G is dirty. A finite number of brushes, β G (v) ≥ 0 is allocated to each vertex v ∈ V (G). Sequentially any vertex which has β G (v) ≥ d(v) brushes allocated may clean the vertex v and send exactly one brush along a dirty edge and in doing so allocate an additional brush to the corresponding adjavent vertex (neighbour). The reduced graph
is considered for the next iterative cleaning step. Note that a neighbour of vertex v in G say vertex u, now have β G ′ (u) = β G (u) + 1.
Clearly for any simple connected undirected graph G the first step of cleaning can begin if and only if at least one vertex v is allocated, β G (v) = d(v) brushes. The minimum number of brushes that is required to allow the first step of cleaning to begin is,
Note that these conditions do not guarantee that the graph will be cleaned. The conditions merely assure at least the first step of cleaning. 
Proof. See [7] .
Although we mainly deal with simple connected graphs it is easy to see that for set of simple
b r (G i ).
Mycielskian graph µ(G) of a graph, G
Mycielski [6] introduced an interesting graph transformation in 1955. The transformation can be described as follows:
(1) Consider any simple connected graph G on n ≥ 2 vertices labelled v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , ..., v n and edge set E(G).
(2) Consider the extended vertex set V (G) ∪ {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x n } and add the edges
Add one more vertex w together with the edges {wx i |∀i}.
Brush Numbers of Mycielskian Graphs
In general we have that if β G ′ (v) at a particular cleaning step has Knowing that after adding an edge e (or arc) to a graph G we have b r (G + e) ≥ b r (G) enables us to determine the brush number of the directed Mycielskian graph, µ → (G). 
Proof. Allocating the b r (G) brushes to the corresponding vertices of G implies that the same allocations to G → br(G) will ensure cleaning G → br(G) with minimum brushes. Now consider the directed Mycielski G, µ → (G).
Consider any vertex
.
Clearly zero brushes are initially allocated to v and at some iterative cleaning step exactly d
(v) brushes reaches v. These brushes will exit from v along the d
(v) brushes are added to v to clean the 2d
So it follows that for all vertices satisfying this case we have the partial minimum sum of brushes, 2 v∈V (G),d
brushes must be added to v to clean all out-arcs from v in G → . In addition a
(v)) brushes must be allocated to v to clean the d
(v) arcs linking v with vertices x i ∈ {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x n }.
It follows that the minimum number of additional brushes is given by:
